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THE FIVE SCROLLS: HEBREW TEXTS, ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS, INTRODUCTIONS, AND NEW LITURGIES, joined with an introduction, special liturgies, explanatory notes, and essays. Reading the Old Testament: Introduction to the Hebrew Bible - Google Books Result
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Reading portions from the Holy Scripture is as important in Jewish liturgy as . Beside the Tora, i.e. the five books or better to say the five scrolls of Moses, among her new people after losing her husband and leaving her family Translation: A Jewish Bible According to the Masoretic Text – Hebrew and English, Sinai
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Mishnayoth: pointed Hebrew text, English translation, introductions, notes, supplement, appendix, indexes, addenda, corrigenda / by Philip Blackman
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The Hieroglyphick Bible or Select Passages in the Old and New Testaments, Represented The Five Scrolls. Hebrew texts, English Translations, introductions, and new liturgies Liturgies edited by Rabbi Herbert Bronstein.

THE FIVE SCROLLS: HEBREW TEXTS, ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS. English translations. The exceptions are the Jewish translations (of. Bible and in Hebrew manuscripts, books are grouped according to Jewish liturgical practice. The books known as the five scrolls, which were traditionally linked with the five and in the introduction the author does not feel the need to discuss authorship.